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HAMILTON YARNS

Measurements  
Length 60” / 152 cm by Width 8.5” / 21.5 cm (unblocked as in photo) 

Yarn Amount 
(2) 100g hanks of Masham Worsted from Lorna’s Laces (170 meters) 

Needles 
US 8 / 5 mm (or to obtain gauge) 

Gauge  
ca 18 sts / 36 rows = 4” / 10 cm in Garter st 
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SHERLOCK SCARF

Always check your gauge!! !
Technical comments 
The diagrams on page 3 of the pattern show the basis of geometric openwork technique.  
With this technique you do not have to break the yarn for the vertical columns in the pattern. 
The pictures show you how to carry the yarn up the side of the column invisibly which allows 
you to keep a crisp shape in your openwork areas. !
SHAWL 
Cast on 40 sts. 
Knit 6 rows. 
*** 
Next row (RS): Bind Off  Row: K4, * bind off 8 sts, k3, rep twice more from * to end.  
(There will now be 4 sts on the needle in between the BO areas and at each end). 
Turn work and knit 10 rows over first 4 sts on LH needle.  
Next row (WS): Knit first 4 sts, cast 8 sts onto RH needle snugly using simple loop cast-on, 
knit next 4 sts on LH needle, cast 9 sts onto RH needle snugly using simple loop cast-on. (See 
Diagram 1). 
Column between triangles (4 sts) 
Continuing with only next 4 sts on LH needle, knit 4 rows. Turn work. 
Drop last cast-on st from RH needle. (See Diagram 2). 
Carry Up column row: Going under the dropped st, k 1 st from LH needle, then with LH 
needle lift strand back over RH needle, k 3 sts. (See Diagrams 3 and 4). 
Knit 3 rows over the four Column sts only.  
Next column row: Work Carry Up column row again. 
Knit 1 row over the four Column sts only. 
Next column row: Work Carry Up column row again. (=11 rows for column) 
Continuing across row, cast 8 sts onto RH needle as described above, knit last 4 sts. 
Knit 6 rows over all sts. 
Next row (RS): Bind Off  Row: K4, * bind off 8 sts, k3, rep twice more from * to end.  
(There will be 4 sts on the needle at each end and in between BO areas). 
Next row (WS): Knit first 4 sts, cast 9 sts onto RH needle as described above. 
(See Diagram 1). 
Column between triangles (4 sts) 
Continuing with only next 4 sts on LH needle, knit 4 rows. Turn work. 
Drop last cast-on st from RH needle. (See Diagram 2). 
Carry Up column row: Going under the dropped st, k 1 st from LH needle, then with LH 
needle lift strand back over RH needle, k 3 sts. (See Diagrams 3 and 4). 
Knit 3 rows over the four Column sts only .  
Next column row:  Work Carry Up column row again. 
Knit 1 row over the four Column sts only. 
Next column row:  Work Carry Up column row again. (=11 rows for column) 
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Diagram 1: Preparation for Carry Up row… 
9 simple loop CO’s on RH needle.

Diagram 2: Drop last CO on RH needle.

Diagram 3: Insert RH needle under the 
dropped CO and knit first st on LH needle.

Diagram 4: With LH needle, pull dropped 
CO over knit st (like a bind off motion).

Continuing across row, cast on 8 sts. 
Knit next 4 sts on LH needle.  
Cast 9 sts onto RH needle snugly using simple loop cast-on. (See Diagram 1). 
Column between triangles (4 sts) 
Continuing with only next 4 sts on LH needle, knit 4 rows. Turn work. 
Drop last cast-on st from RH needle. (See Diagram 2). 
Work Carry Up column row: Going under the dropped st, k 1 st from LH needle, then with 
LH needle lift strand back over RH needle, k 3 sts. (See Diagrams 3 and 4). 
Knit 3 rows over the four Column sts only.  
Next column row:  Work Carry Up column row again. 
Knit 1 row over the four Column sts only. 
Next column row:  Work Carry Up column row again. (=11 rows for column) 
Knit 6 rows over all sts. !
Repeat from *** until yarn is finished, binding off after one of the knit 6 rows. 
Weave in ends.
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